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In 1974 Congress aMended the law governing ilEA Title I project evaluation 'to
, s .

.
. ,

requiie,domparable data -aerois projects. These data are to include objective.

measures of siiden; achie
,

eat. As a result of the 1974 amendment, the United

.States Office; of Education (15SOE)lnittated development of the MOE Title I Evel'uatton
11.

and tieporting Sysiem. 'The System, developed by the ftMC Research Coliporation,

applies to Title I projects Li basic skill areis/of mathematics, reading and language
e

arts in grades 2-12. limlementation of that SOE System would standardize Title I

evaluation procedures to provide cnnpar,le eVidemce concerning Tit.% I broJect

. effects on student achievement.

. At the heart oi tl?e9yetem are

.'prctlec t. may choose_from these m ell! or develop tn acceptable.alteriative to ..
.. ., / .

i . .
.

,liserate Title I effects a n at the Federal l
,

M evel. The threspodels are:.

the Pclgrol qr9up Model (Modl B), the hatgaLaknakiNglil (Fodet C) and

alternatives eyaluation models. A looal

'describing each Of be models RMC indicktes that, if appropriately imple-

mented; prodifeeunbizied estimates of a'iitle project treatment *art
*

(Tallnxadge and WoOdi1976).. Each model provides a rationale for quIntifying the

expected mean achlvemen1 scoreof the Title I project students at the termination
, I

of a project per under the assumption that the project hosted mart at all.

This score:* c4led the no-treatment ezpeciatioz, is subtracted from the observed

mean postt satwent achievement were of Title t dtudents, resulting In the nil. I

proJect ticiument effect.

- _



The most popular model among practitidners is the Norm-Referenced Model.
,

. .

its popl4arity is probably due to ease of implementatiot and the fact that it has little

significant effect on the student selectton process. .The Norm7Referenced Model

requiree neither random stssignment of students bitO the Tit las I prograin nor the. use

of a Atritt cutOlf score on.a selection measnre.

Selecting students le an important contact point betwein the operation of Title

projects and the implementation of Title I evaluation. Students who are in greatiSt

need of services are the highest priority siudeats fzom the point of view of prdirram

operation. On tbe other hand the. cess of selodting students Into a treatment

iiroup must be C'tearly defined in er to avoid bias Lb treatmnt efffoct nteasures.

Standardization of procedures for student selection rat he viewed froth these two

points of view.

The.procedures .for generating the Norm-Referenced Model no-treatment

expectation are:

1. Select students for the Title I project.on some.meesure other than their

pretest score,.
4

1,4
Pretest Title I students with a not nally-nOrmed test at a time corres-

'pouting to ethplzical norm dates:

3. Compute the mean pretest stindard score for Title I students (excluding

students who do not have posttest scores).

4. Conliert the mean pretest standard score to its peecentile equivalent.

4. Define thu percentile eRuivalent of the mean pretest eta.ndard score as

ehe no-treatment expectation for the Title I group.

4
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&vitiating the pretest from the selection measure ii intended to control regression.

effects.* If this control. inadequate, thou the equipercentile assumption applied in

step 5 appears to be false.

Initial work addressed the:queetton, 'po independent kministratiens of the .

selection test and the pretest cant* for reeression effects in the Norin-Referenced

Model'When the mean pretest of the selected group is used to define the no-treatment,
'II

exi3ectatlon?' Analysis impllid that implenienting the Norm-Referenced Model ms,
-

result in a biased treatment.effect. Iniiependent selection and pretest measures

reduce bur go not .necessarily cOptrol for reposition. Bias Ia indicated when the

correlation betweeu the selection measure an'd the pretest is differeet from. the
4 S.

dorrelitton between the selection measure and the posttestrxoxitirzon. Where:

X0 denotes.selectiOu test scores obtained at occasion 0,

X1.400146 preteilt 500111s.obtAined at occasica 1, and

X2.denotes Posttest scoressobtained at occasion 2..

In most cases, ithe inequality will bd. ricoterjcojco. The. !election teat will correlate
"

higher with the pretest than tt will with the posttest. When xmiellIcoxv rogreision

bias CU result even though the selection test scores are olitained independently of the

pmeest scorei. The direction otblas will result in an ov.rcstlinate of the Title I'

treatment effect.

After demonstrating that the Norm-Referenced Model would likely produce bipied

treatment effect measures,' four posiible actions weresconsidered--they were:
e.

1. Recommend drOpping the Norm-Referenced Model from the System..

2. .,Recomlnend treating results of Norm-Referenced Model e uapous

S.
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separately, from thifse procbiced by the Control Group Model ad the

Special Regyession Model and qualify conclusions roadbed in Norm-

ReierenCed evaluations.

3. Encourage SEA'A and LEks to choose another model.

04. pevelop a founder method for estimating the Norm-Referenced Model

no-treatment expectation.'

The purpose of present;analysiis is to provide thii theoretical basis fox improving

the no-treatment expectation estimation procedwrettor the Norm-Referenced Model.
I.

. The method used to derive the alternative definition of the no-treatment expectation is

based on a stiuctural aquaaon model. The model developed is an exteniion'of

model Kenny (1975) developed for maiming nonequivalebt control group designs.

Structural equation models-4 ihis case a recursive path analysis model-an be

used to derive the appropriate no-treatment expectation for the nonequivalent control

group design where student selectiot has been based On a separate measure of the

same achievemmt constfuct measured by the pretest and posttest measures. The

rodo, which may also becalled a causal model, includes s dear siatement of the

distributinnal assUmptions and causal ordering of the viriablea assumed to %indents

the etteasures obtained in the evaluation; The causal model used io derive in alterra-
tip

live no-treatment expectation for the Vorm-Referenced Model does not requirethi

assumption of equipercentile growth or the ass'amption that rsgressien is controlled

by the dual pretest design.

In
'Order

to Intuitively grasp the mat :emetic:al argument which follows, conaider

, Kenny's advice that:

"the researcher carefully stpdy the process of selection into treatments. ,



The critical questions are: (a) With what and by how much does the treatment

correlate with the causes of the dependent variable?, and (b) Whir% does

selection take place? The'enswer to these questions deutrmlnes the mode of

analysis." (page 359)
6

In other words, if the process of selecting Title I students from a known population

(or populations) can be quantitatively modeled, one can rationally generate a

no-treatment expe9tation.

Random assignment of students from a single population is a selection process

with well known properties. supplies the theoretical basis for the Control Group

Model no-treatment mctation.with no adjustment and the analysis of covariance

adjustment. Random (or complete) assignment of studenti to Title I from one mods-

Oen and random (or complete) usigument of students to a Control Group from a

second4pulat1on provides the theoretical basis for the principal axis adjustment in

the Control Group Model (Kenny, 1975).

Likeviise, selecting Title rstudents from a single population on the bakis of the
....

boat available coverlet. (e..g. , the pretest score or a conSoolte measure IModing

the p'retest score) aprcMdea theoretical justification for establishing the Speak

Regzeision Model no-trestmeat expectatloh. Theoretically, the adjustment applied
4116

In the Special Regression Model is identical to the inalysis of coyarlance adjustment

for the Control Group Model. However, the Procedures for estimating the adjustment

factOrs are model-specific. .

ob

Before presenting the adjustments derived by Kenny, treatment effect correla-

,tIons need to be briefly explained because the structural equation Model includes tie

treatment variable as adummy variable.
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Treatmeq Effeot Correlation

ia To understand the statistical argument In this paper It will 14 necessary to

conceptualize treatment effect measures in correlational terms as well as mean

chicorence terms., The null hypothesis tor an evaiuition model that contrasts a

treated group with an untreated group can be expressed as the expected point-biserial

correlation between the treatr;rent (e.g., coded as a dummy variable where treatment

group member; are scored as 1 and control gioup members are coded as 0) and the

posttest score. be magnitude of the correlation is a function of (a) the mean

difference between he tisated grodp and the yotreated group on the continuouely

distributed pretest r posttest scores, (b) the proportiqn of subjects in the treated or

untreated group, an (c) the standard deviation of the,combized groups on the

continuous variable.
I.

Two alternative ormulas for the point-biserial correlation are:

Wtie :

rpt:4 74 -14, t C . -*

eg

--OR--
lerrptbis., rg

(1)

(2)

t represents the treatment group,-
c represents c211 control grow ,

g represents art combined treatment and control group,
p represents the proportion of subjects in the / who are in treatment group,
q represents the proportion of subjects in the / who are in the control group,
gg-represorgs the standard deviation of the g on the continuous variable

(Le. , pretest or wettest),
Nt represents the mean of the treatment group (t) on the continuous iariable,
re npresents the mean of the control group (6) on the continuous variable,
rg represents 'the mean of the combined group tg) on the continuous variable.



The Impact of a treatment can be assessed by eomparing two treatment effect

correlationsthe first is based an treatment MMus cotrelated with pretest status

(1.e., the p.etreatment effect correlation) and the second is based on treatment

statas correlated with posttest status (i.s. , the posttreatment effect correlation).

Assuming that sr p and q remain canstan t. a treatment effect may be indicated by

a more positive (or less, negative) posttreatment effect correlation compared to the

pretreatment effect correlation.

When a randomized experiment has been implemenied successfully and the

means of the treated group and the untreated group on the pretest ire equal, the

iietreatment effect correlation is zero. In eipectsincy terms, the *mooted value
(

of the pretreatment effect correlation under random assignment is zero.

When randomization has failed to produce equal pretest means due to chance,

or where selection is based on factore correlated with the pretest, the-pretreatmept

effect correlation will be nonzero'. If Title I students are selected on the bashref

low educational achievement anhigher achievers make up the competition group,

the pretreatment effect correlation (rx17.) will be negative.

7 A ne-treaiment expectation, or a null.'hypothesbi, can he expresbed as an

expeted value of the posttreatment effect correlatio? (rx2T),. An expected null

posttreatment effelt correlation can also be converted directly to an expected mean

value on a posttest measure for the treatment group, ushumIng the treatment bad no

'effect. In other words, by solving a ;2 In the formula for a point-hiserial cone-

lation, the no-treatment expectation can be expressed as a mean posttest score in an

appropriite mittric. The regression of X2 on T is used to pri;dict the value of X2

for those in tbe treatment group.
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:1#

Aolving for Itt 2 I illustrated in the following example.

. Where represents'ihe occasion of testing (i.e. , pretest orposttest),

where Rti represents the mear score of the treatinent group on the contilsous Tartable

(e.g. , mean posttest score of Title I grotip),

where Rgt represents the mean score of the combined groups on 14.1/4,- .!onttnuous variable

(e.g. , mean score of local norm group taken at the time cr.:!tht posttest).

Solving for Rs:

,

rx2T ;2 .6 2

rg

It2 g2

rg 7;2

^4,

.4"

(4)

Given k hypotbosizadgvalue of rx2T, an expected vahte of ir,t2 may be computed under

the mil hypothesis.* .

.Examole. Ammo a hypothesized no-treatment ffect correlaiion with a value of:

rx2T

This value means that the treatment group is expetted to score lower on the posttest

than the combined group (e.g. , a local norm gimp).
OBI

Second, assume. a value of 21.06 for tlys standard deviation of the combined group

on the continuous achievement measure:

e' 21.11. I f)
10



Third, assume 30 percent of the students La the combined group km in tbe

treatment group afid 70 percent of the students are in the nontreatikat group. Tim.

p t .30 and q .70.

Fourth, assume that the mean store of the combined group at tbe tihle of the

posttest is 50 NCE's (a standard score used in Title I Evaluailon and 1t4orting System):

Then, in solving for t2, the predicted posttest mem for the treatment group
V

where treatment has had no effect, we have:. .

40 (21.06)
.30/.70 .655

The value 37.1 is the no4reatment expectation expressed as the prellicted mear of

the trpaiment group e4 the posttest.

This example illustrates how a hypothesized no-treatment expectation expressed

as a point-biserial can be converted to a no-treitment expectation evressed is a

mean. The 'title I no-treatment expectations, then, can be expressed (under specific

conditions) either is a mean or a posttreatment effect correlation. Therefore, the

proof included in this raper implies directly to the Titie I Evaluation-4nd iepoiting

System convention for expressing the no-treatment expectation. .

Genekal Formulas for ExPreseins Null Hypotheses

Ai indicated above, the appropriate no.4reatment expectation for the randomized

experiment is expressed as follows:

or, In terms of mean scorog:

4

"01 Tx1T cerx2T " 0:

no: alt2 '"C2'
i

11
a.



The problem arises

Is

n.r11T00, tA;where 4t1wItel, which may be tbe result of

chance or a nonce selection process.. A statistical adjuatittitnt may be erMployed

to generate the appropriate null hypothesis in this Instance.

Kenny (1975) has expressed the mali hypothesis associated with each of four

common aliernative estimation methods. They are presented in Table 1..

TABLE 1

Null Hypotheses Corresponding to Four Statistical Estimation M thods

EelliMAT ION METHOD NULL HYPOTHESIS

ANCOVA

ANCOVA with Reliability Correction

. Raw Change Score Analysis

"Stii,ndardized Change Score Analysis

rx2T itax1Trit1X2

rx2T a rxiTrxix2/rx121

rx2T rxiTexiArx2

ricir * rxiT

Using a4ener&I linea.r model and a path analytic logic, Kermy specified tire*

alternative selection processes and derived the appropriate null hypothesis from each

of them. -These selection processes and their associated null hypotheses are preseilted

IA Table 2.

t

12



TABLE 2

NuU Hnotheaee Co
OnSION allINIIIMIL

SELECTION PROCESS NULL HYPOTHESIS

Based on the Pretest 1'x2T a rxr.r..AIA..
2

1

Based on Preterit' True Score /rrx2T re rxgrx1x2 kix1

Based only on. Group Menibership rx2i 111 rF1T

Between 'the Preteit and Posttest rx
2
T - rxIT

Kenny's; model ca.: be used to derive%o-treatment expectations for the
4

Control Group Model with tto adjusiment the ANCiSVA adjustment amd the principal
e;

axis adjustment. It can also be used to generate the no-treatinent expectation for

the Special Regression Moat. Since the Kenny model Inclides only one pretest.

scoisi, however, it cannot be used to derive the no-treatment expectation for the

Norm-Referenced Model. In this paper,' a second pretest variable and two

tuuneasureCi variables are added so that- s no-treament expectation for the North-
..

Referenced Model can be deriveed. Thus, the basis for the Norm-Referenced Model

no-treatment expectation is made explicit in ita_definitions and udderlying asmuip-

t tons. Moreover, the newly-defIned model also provides a basis fOr comparing all

three Title 1 evaluat'A models (including the three adjustment alternatives for the

/Control Group Model).

1 3
13
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a No reatment . dation for he Norm renced Ev_ Lo , O

While the Norm-Ref% renged Evaluation Model.eftes not specify:stanc6rdladd

procedures for selecting Students into the Title I program, it is a common practice to
.%

use some measure of tnclividtua student achievement lathe selection process. Thla

prlictice is s'uPported by Title I regulations and recommended by MC. It would be

informative, then, to develop e formal paTchometric and ousel-model that would

result In a :10-treatment expectation where subjects are selected into Title I on the

basis of a measure taken prior to the prerst; The model includes four measured.

vartables--they are:

Xo s an achlevemant measure used for selection,

Xi - a pretest measure of achievement,

X2 ao, a posttest measure of achievement,

tbe treatment variable.

The causal function of X is based on three unmeasured lthet1cal constzucts:

G.* group theinberahlp (e.g. , sex, rice and classroom)

Z individual differencea within groups (e.g. , ability, s hievement),

E errors of measurement oi unstable causes of Z.

Assuming an variables blive been standardized to reduce algebraic coMplexity,

we can express X1 and X2 in terms of their causes, 0, Z and E:

x0i a0G1+ b0Z01 e0E01, (5)

x11 1'1°1,4'11011 + elEil (6)

X21 a2G1 + b2Z21 + eE21,

where the subscripts 0, 1 and 2 refpr to occasions, and intscript L to tie subject.

14
14

(7)



Note that, since we are deriving the no-treatment expectation, no effects on X21 are-

assumed to result from T, the treatment variable. .

I /)
*The following assumptions are made for thip series

1. Group membership (G) 4s assumed to remain

its autoeorrelation equals 1.00.

of linear equatiOns;

constanleacross time;

2. Reltive:position within group's (Z) u...faz vary across time;

Its autocorrelation may be less than 1.00.

3. Errors of measurement (E) are perfectly unstable, or random;

its teLtonorrelation is 0.

4. All unmezoored variables (G, Z and E), are assumed to be uncorrelated

with tih T.,,i4N1

5. u oup merauership.(0) and relative position within groups (Z) do not
.

interuet.

The first two assumptions mean that an Individual's status ap a member of some

,poup remains constant over time, while status on individual traits varies over Me.

5.

According to the model. Z Is defined as relative position within groupp (e.g., standard

scores based on differettiateLd nornis %paid represent a Z), and errors of roessurement
4

are defined as uncor'reisted with other errors of mellticement, as'well as with 0 and Z.

11 follows then that there is ho confounding of effects of the unmeasured variables on X.

Finally, the assumption that 0 and Z do nOt interact is analopus to the assumption of

homogeneity of regression in analyils of covariance.' ft means that the regression of

X on 2 is the same for all groups considered.

.;)
15
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if the treatment is correlated with the selection test then it must be cc3tounded
I.with tile causes ofthe scores on the fietection test. In other words, whither an

iinclivOuftl is in the treatment group or the control group is a lon'of his group
4

membership, tii reh4tiVi status otttlitbAlwgroupi .errors of m irurement or some

combination of the three variables. Given this, the causal function for the trestment

variable is written as:

.
Ti * InZ01 sE01 fU; , (8)

where U Is a residual term that is incr rrelated with all unmeaiured variables. The'

smaller the reirldual term, the more .reasonable the model *that shows treatment and /
control group membership to be based on.the same variables that determine pretest

status. A !lugs residual term would indicate that assignment to treatzt;nt La base,l/
/

upon variables that are uticorrelated'with 0, Z and E. Since these variables ar4/

unmeasured, a direct assessment of the residual term is not made.

The next step in developing the no-treatment-expectation ls to analyze the

correlationg,between ihe measured variables X0, X1, X2 and T. To do ths, we first

expross the correlations (which ate observable) in terms of the standa$lz.d partial

regression coefficients (which are unobservable) specified In equatio 5, 8, 7 and 8.

The principles of path analysis aid in this process.. Accordingly, have provided

a path diagram (Figure 1) for the model spec ifled in equations 5 tb ugh 8 and the

assumptions which support those equations.

\ 16
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Path Diagram Depicting thO AppilostIon of
bidsPoxisqtly Administend Tests for

Se1eotio64(X0) and Protesting (X1)



'lb

Sinci 0, 2 awl'E are latent variables, the regression coefficients Linking those

variables with the measured varisklsb Xo X1, X2 aad T are :leo Unobservable.
.

However, by maiing -cattail assumptions imd taking advantage of algebralo
S. .

we clan use these cootacienti to show theorettcally-expected relationshipsamong the

grasured variables.

The correlations between the observed variables (Xo, X1 X2 and T) are

expiressed In terms of the regression coefficients (path coefficients) in Figure 1.

These vorrelations are:

rxoT qao + mbo + sao

rxir 6 qai + mhbi

rxtr la 2 + mib2

taw %al +.1:011?

77.02 " 10a2 '130b2i

rxix2 al% +1)021

,

a-

In each of these equations, the correlation between two variables is taken,as the ;um

of the.proddots of certain "path coefficients." liar those who are more familiar with .

multiple regression tecimiqur, each of these path coefflotents can be shown inimore

conventional terms as standardized partial regress* coefficients.

Raving expressed the correlations between the msasured variables In terms-al

path coefficients, we now proofed to further specify the model in terms which will

eventually alio* us to expreis expected relationahlis between the observed correla-

tions. What we are moving toward is a way to minus rx2T as a funottm of rxiT.

I

111

t1

I.- - . . 1

,

.4

4.0

4..



If selection is based 4on X0, we hire:

S.

qb

.Ti ; kx01 + (15)

;4114 expresses membership in the tri;stment group Its 'a ftmotion of tbe.seleotion 'twit

sore (X0) "and a residual (U).

Next, we can substitute equation &for roi in equation 15, .which. gives:

.Ti k (aoGi boZ0i e0E00+

Since T alstequals gGi + mz01 +19E0i + fUi from equation 8, we have:

°Ok ra '19 bOk ram* 60k - 80

OR
q/ Ism/b k.so,. 0 60

Knowing that 420 + b20 + 020 a 1 because X I. standardized, it is poialble to, show

rxer is equal to k:

Neld, We show

INT + mb0 °PO (esquation

\rxoT loka0 b0160 4;e0k00

Nier a20k bo2k e02k

rxoT k

rx1T krzoz1 since q a0k and m

xiT °Oft + %kik (equation 10)

tx11'. Ic.(10a1 4 bobil)

Now that we have rxer k and rx1T krx0x1, we can substitute for k in kr

and find:



S.

1"T.

:

. .

This expresses the correlation between tie pretest and the treatment in terms of

the coerelailon between. the selection test and treatment and the correlation betiveen. . . .' A
a

a . D ,
. the selegtton tost and the, pretest. Slade r

X0X1
%ill nearly :alwayn be loss than' 1.00.. a.

. . ' u ..
1 ,

1 0 ...we caa.ekpect NI:0d be less than rxoT. The equation rx1T go rxoT rxoxi is

identical to tbe bull hypothesis for ANCOVA if *1 were the Posttest rather than the

pretest. The solution to this point is. Identical to the solution offered by Kenny (1975),

pate 360. Since the logics of Model A requires that we solve for rx2T in terms of .

r T' additional steps are needed to find these results.

We begin by showing that;

rx21- apka2 + boldb2,

which follows directly from rx2T qa2'+ mjb2, and q a0k,sndrn bok.

Factoring k out of a0ka2 4v.b0kjb2 give.:
;

'Knowing that:

rx2T k (a0a2 + bojb2).

rx0x2 a0a2 + bojb2r (equation 13)

Substituting for k gives:

;i
x2

s
Aoiz.

rx2T. a rzair rx0x2;

but since rxoT " rx1T /r:coxl because rxiT rir.oT lixoxv We have,

rx2T u rx1T (rx0x2.

20
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This final expression ems the expected value of rx2T, where:

(1) A selection test has been used to assign students to treatment;

(2) An laispendently adminIstered test hai boettused is a preteet,
. . .

11

which' I. then used to generate a baseline 'or no-tfeaiment expeetation.

. The ratio rx0x2/rxo, is the appropriate statistical adjustment for rx

aisuming that regression is homogeneous and linear.

An Example Comparing Alternative No-Treatment Estimation Methods for the
Norm-Referenced Model

A Title I program testing schedule may include .., selection test in the spring,

a pretest In the fall, and a rsttest in the following sluing. Table 3 shows the, uses.

that might be made of these test data in i Title I evaluation.

, TOLE .3

Useofleit Data

TIME OF
TESTING PLAN 1 PLAN 2

. s

'

PLAN 3

. .

. Spring '78 . selection 'not used
selection'

and
re t ,

Fall '78
.

pretest.
selection

. and
_ imotest

posttest

tk

.
not used

_ _

posttestSpring '79 , posttest

Each column represents a plan for test use. The pretest Is used to generate

the' no-treatment expectation in each of these cases. A separate selection test Is

applied In Plan 1.
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Three statistical estimation factors that may be applied to these plans are:

trx2/A,t.x .
. .

.(.ssume lentriances are equal so rx2/ 1.00);

(Metkod
.

x0x2/r
x0x1; (Method B)

r . , (Method C)xlx2

Method A comaponds to the standardized gain or principal axis estimation factor.

When NCE (Nartial C urve Equivalent) scores are used (andrx2 rQ, Method A
scorresponda to the equipercentile growth estimation technique which BMC reemmthe6ds

for the NOrm-Ileferenced
f

Method, B is the statistical estimation factor derived In this paper as Ms Method of

ehoice when selection has been based on an achievement test other the:libel. used as the

pretest. Method C, on thkether hand, is ,the estimation factor defined b) ANCOVA.

The ANCOVA estimation factor Is applied here, as !thee been recomMended as an

alternative to using eke equipercentile assumption in the Norm-Refernced Model.:

Since Plan 1 is the Norm-Befbrenoed design recommended by BMC, the most

significant comparison is betwers Method A and Method B applied to Plan 1.

Suipose we had the following correlations as population parameters:

rx0x#1. is .80,

rx0x2 (.01 70,

.80;

2

.



where X0 is Sprilg '78 test score,

X1 Is Fall '78 test score,

X2 Is Sprirg '79 test score.

Net, suppose we had selected students on X0 so that the mean score of the

!elected group was one standard deviation below the population mean. The mean

of tbe selected group in terms of Z scores and NCE'm would be:

Zt -1. Q0 (an NCE of 28.94).

If we use and r (again asiumini sir to provi'de thi estimate ttto 'cox xl
we ,find:

it -.80 (an-NCE of 33.15)
1

Given the values of r r r 2 and 9.t we can apply Methods
zoxi' tO

_13 and C to Plan I. The results are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4

No-Treatinent EwctatLona Exreased In NCE's Plan 1

ME.THOD

.

NO-TREATMENT EXPECTATION

Method°A

Method B

Mettr4 C

Difference 2.11
35.26

]-Difference 1.. 28

36?Ic2,

The no-treatment expectations in Table 4 were found by applying the following

two forinulas:

Estimation Factor 9.tx-2
where itxi Is the expected mean Z score of the treatment group on the pretest,

Z3
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Then the vi.klue of 9j,r2.Was transforzusd i? en NCE by:

Mean NCE of
Tmated Group, 40,50.00 4. 21.06 Abed'.
assuming no effect .6:

The °results slim that the eqUipercsatile growth method recommended by RMC

underestimates the no-treatment expectation by 2.11 NCE's. On the other hand,

ANCOVA with the prete-st as the coverlets overestimates the no-tpostmentjspeotaticp

.by 1.26 because prior selection 4t: Xo was ignored in ohoostag the value of rx17.2 al

the estimation factor.

The amount of regression from the selection test to the pretest Is from 28.94 to

33.15, or 4.21 NCE's..The amount of regression from the Retest to the posttest is

froth 33.15 to 35. 26, or 2.11 NCE's. The RMC method accounted for only twoothlrds
*

of the regressiont whereas alternative Method II accounted for all kb,. mimeo&
One could argue that Plinio 2 and 3 also be considered as possible in the Norte-

Referenced. Model. Table 5 ahows the result of applyingMethod A (this method is not..

recommended by RMC Unless a prior selection test has been used) and Method C.

TABLE

NoTreatmedt EectatLoni In NC 's Plus a an&3
btETEIOD NO-MATMENIK FVECTATION

1 PLAN 3LAN 2

Method A 28. 94 28. 94

.

Method C

,
33. 15 35 . 26

24
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Since selection was based on the pretest In Plans 2 and 3, the mean pretest

score of the Title I treatment group in Z score terms Is -1.00. However, the

occasion for the pretest In Plan tg. is the Fall of 1978, whereas the occasion for

the pretest in Plan 3 Is the Spring of 1978.

Method A Is not recommended for use in Plans 2 or 3. In this example,

Method A compared to Method C illustrates tbe amount Of regression operating

across two time 'Intervals. Method C applied to Plan 3 gives the same no-treatment

expectation as Method B does in Plan 1, as expected.

&unman and Discussion

Usbg a measure other than the pretest score for selecting students, se In the

Norm-Refereeced Model, reducesIxd doe:s not control regression effects. If the

, selection measure is more highly correlated with the pretest measure than It is
. .

with the posttest measure, additional regression occiirs between the preterit and

the polattest. When an extreme grdUp has been sel,oted for treatment, ihe effects

of iegression wl/l bias treatment effect measureo unless appropriate methods for
. '

estimating the no-treatment expoetatlon are_applied.

As it is applied in the Norm-Referenced /tiodel, the equipercentils growth

assumption does not provide a sotmd unbiased estimation Method. MS follows

directly from proof that the dual pretest procedum.with one test used for seleCtion

and the second used for estimation under the equipercentile assumption, does not

.control for regression.



/laving establkhet1 a problem with the dual pretest desist', four general

solutions are suggested. Possible solutions to the problem include:

1. Recommend dropping tb2 Norm-Referenced Model from the USOE Title I

Evaluitton and Reporting Systetn.

2. - Recommend that results of the Norm-Referenced Model not be

aggregated with those of other models and that oonclusfaas based on the

Norm-Refsreiked Model be subject to special qualifications.

*Encourages 3kA's and LEA's to.choose s....ptoer model.

4. Develop a sound method for estimating the Norm-Referenced Model

no-treatmont eicpeciatinn.

The geaeral solution presented Ja thls-aper is to develop a sound method for

estimating the Norm-Referenced Model no-treatment expectation. Recent work.on

quasi-experiment.ition stresses that fallurelo randomly assign subjects to.trestment

and control grows dcieknot necessarily leave dne unable to estimate treatment

effects free fiom bias. Wheres the selection process is known to the extent that It

can be mathematically modelid, It is still possible, in theory, to provide unbiued

estimates of treatment. effects (Cain, 1977; Rubin, 191; Kenny, 19'75; Bryk and

.Weisberg, 1W/7). Cronbach, Rogosa, Ploden and Price (1976) point out that It is

quite difficult to effectively control the parameters which do affect bias;

The specific solutiot derived is theofetIcal. 11 applies where student selaction

is based on a measure of the bame construct u a separately administered pretest.
and posttest. While the analytical" model used to derive tbe no-treatment expectation

Involved a two-factor model andeitying the achievement measures, the same solution

follows from a aingle-factor model where the group membership factor is ignored.
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The important empiric:A facts that the model takes into account Include theOat

extremity of the treatment group mean from the population mean ird the extent of

temporal erosion.

1 The first empirical consideration, the extremity of the treatment grc'..p, can be

measured by the pretreatment effect correlation, rx1T. If the pretreatment effect

correlatiov zero, the treatment group is not extreme azd regression effects would

.bot Oe.expected. in other words, if the treatment group's pretest mean la the same

-is the population's pretest mean, then no regression effects would be anticipated.

The second empirical col'isideration, the amount of temOral erosion, I.

indicated by ehe ratio rx0x2/r The greater the amcamt of temporal erosion,x0xl.

the lower the value of thi3 ratio and the greater the expecteil regression. When there .

is no temporal erosion, the value of rx0x^ /rx0x1 will be 1.00 and no regression

would be expected, regardless of the 'extremity of the treatment group. The effect of

the ratio is to apPly the appruprlate weight to rx1T in estimating the expected value

rx2T

These observations rsply only to the chill pretest design Implemented as in the

RMC vertkion of the Norm-Referenc-xl Model.

L4easurinCrea..;,..tirient. Tbe analytica model used to derive tbe alternative

no-t reatment evectation presented in thle paper uiumes clearly deflud treatment

and comparison groups. If a standard nonequivalent comparison group design is

used, theb two groups can 13%) identified from a single population am: the measure of

T is straightforward. The Norm-Referenced Model, however, l'.11011 norms tables



as a sotirce of population parameter estimates instead of a CQQC vete comparison

gmup. This is probably seen as a practical virtue of the Norm-ReferencediModel..'

The practical advantage' takes a toll in the assumptions required in order to make

the Norm-Referenced Model workable.

Tbe measure of the pretreatMent effect correlation from which the estismatid

no-treatment effect correlation is derived simply oontrasts the treatinent group's

pretest mean to the mean of the population from which it was drawn: Here lies the

rub. The choice of norms determlnes the extremity of the treatment group. If the

treatment group can be considered a temple from the 'population represented in

national norms (or local norms), then those national' (or local) norms supply the

population parameter estimatim needed. 'These parameters include mean scores

and standard deviations for the-two points in time corresponding to the pretest ate

posttest dates, and the si ypes of the regression lines predicting pretast scores frem
p.

selection test scores and posttest scores from pretest scores.

Thus, the problefn of choosing appropriatte norms (e.g. , local versus national

norms) is a problem of determining appropriate procedures for estimating the

parameters needed. It is a theoretical or logical problem as well as an empirical

problem. Using an achievement measure to select treatment students virtually

guarantees that an extreme group (one whose mean differs from the population meow

will result no matter how complex the definition of the population is.

' Use of Ex Post Facto ANCOVA. The dual pretest design precludes applying the

equiperventile growth assumption as a quantitatively simple procedure for estilnation.

Consequently, we must question the need for the separate seleetion test. Might not



the pretest be used for selection and estimation of the no-treatment expirtation,

using rxvc' to make Vas prediction of r3t2T? The answer, assuming students are
J'

drawn from a single latown population, _is pis, but this answer bolds only,if prior

selection , prescreening) has not taken place. The analysis In this paper shows

.ANCOVA to Su nd eresti mate treatment effects *en prespreening Is ignored. Multi-

stage selection processes must be taken into account in estimating.
.8%

Using norms could represont an extremely practical approach to estimating th*

treatment effects of educational programs. The proceduns for sound use of norms

must be carefully thought out and studied. 'Development of the niodel tn this paper

is a fuither st 7.1n.improvIng theoretical underst:ding of the Tule I Evaluation

and Reporting System The assumptions behind the model amparsimonious.

iey may not be met in practice. If they are not met, then we would expect

additional erto: to enter Into the SyStem. Iowever, departitres from normality, _

linearity anif homogeneity of regression will not likely maks it procedarally or

theoretically eagle; to ediniate the no4reatment expectation in norm-referenced
,

Tint-experimental design. In all probability, such departures will make.
ir

estimation procedures more complex.
,1
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